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Abstract 
Given a graph G = (V,E) having maximum degree A with a proper vertex-colouring q~ : V 
{ 1,2 ... . .  A + 2} there does not always exist a total colouring ~k : V U E ~ { 1,2 ..... A + 2} such 
that ~k(v) = ~0(v) for all vertices v E V. We present an example with A = 5, which is lower 
than the maximum degree of any previous example. ~) 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
A total colourin9 of a (finite) graph G is a function ~b : V(G)U E(G) ~ ~ such 
that no two adjacent or incident elements receive the same value (colour). The total 
chromatic number of G, denoted x"(G),  is the minimum number of colours required to 
produce a total colouring of G. The following conjecture, known as the Total Colouring 
Conjecture, was made in the 1960s by Behzad [1] and Vizing [9]. 
Conjecture 1. I f  G is a graph with maximum degree A(G), then 
A(G) + 1 <~X"(G)<~A(G) + 2. 
The list-edge-chromatic number, z~(G), of  G is the smallest number k for which, 
for any assignment of a list of  colours of size at least k to every edge e E E(G), it is 
possible to edge-colour G so that every edge gets a colour from its list. 
It is known that z"(G)<<.z~(G)+ 2 since, given (identical) lists of colours of size 
z~(G) + 2 for each edge, we can fix a vertex-colouring and delete the two colours 
assigned to the endvertices from the list of  colours associated with each edge. This 
leaves lists of I colours for edge, so a ze(G) each suitable edge-colouring can be chosen. 
This inequality appears in Bollob~is and Harris' paper [2]. 
The method of finding a total colouring of a graph by fixing a proper vertex- 
colouring and then finding a proper edge-colouring such that no edge is assigned either 
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Fig. 1. Graph constructed from five copies of K5,5 each with one edge subdivided. 
of the colours assigned to its endvertices by the vertex-colouring is commonly used 
(for example, see [3,5,6,10]). The following natural question was asked by Shnchez- 
Arroyo [8]. 
I f  G is a graph with a proper vertex-colouring q~ : V(G) --~ {1,2 . . . . .  A (G)+2},  
does there exist an edge-colouring of G that extends q~ to a total colouring 
q/: V (G)UE(G)  --, {1,2 . . . . .  A(G) + 2}? 
The answer is known to be yes if A(G) = 2 and it was shown by Hind [7] that 
there exist graphs with vertex-colourings for which the answer is no for A(G)~>6. We 
present an example of a graph and a vertex-colouring for which the answer is no for 
A(G) = 5. 
Sfinchez-Arroyo's question has a negative answer for the graph G and vertex-colouring 
shown in Fig. 1. The graph contains five vertex-disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to 
/£5,5 with one edge subdivided. Let us call these five subgraphs Hi . . . . .  //5, and denote 
the vertex of degree two in H; by vi for i = 1 . . . . .  5. In addition, there is a set of three 
independent vertices, wl, w2, and w3, each of which is adjacent o all of  vl . . . . .  vs. 
It is well known that any graph formed by subdividing a single edge of a regular 
even order graph has edge-chromatic number one greater than the maximum degree 
(see [4]). Consequently, for i = 1 . . . . .  5, at least six of the colours {1,2 . . . . .  7} would 
have to be used to colour the edges of Hi if a total colouring of G using colours from 
{ 1,2 . . . . .  7} were to exist. Since the edges of Hi that are not incident with /)i join 
vertices assigned colours 1 and 2, one of the colours 1 or 2 would have to be assigned 
to one of the edges incident with vi. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that at least three of the Hi would have 
an edge of colour 1 incident with vi. For each such Hi, colour 1 would not be available 
on the edges joining vi to the vertices Wl, w2, and w3. So there would be at most two 
Hi for which colour 1 is available on the edges joining vi to the vertices wbw2, and w3. 
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If  a total colouring of  G were to exist, each of  Wl, w2, and w3 would need to be 
incident with edges of  colours 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7. However there are at most two edges 
with colour 1 available to wl, w2, and w3. Therefore the given vertex-colouring cannot 
be extended to a total colouring with colours from { 1,2 . . . . .  7}. 
If the Total Colouring Conjecture is to be solved by extending fixed vertex-colourings 
of  graphs, then the vertex-colourings must be chosen carefully. In particular, the exam- 
ple above shows that having too many vertices all of  whose neighbours are assigned 
a single colour makes it difficult or impossible to find a suitable edge-colouring. In 
closing, we remark that the question of Sfinchez-Arroyo remains unanswered for graphs 
with maximum degree three and four. 
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